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Abstract Cloud computing has attracted great interest in

various scientific and technical fields recently as one of the

widely adopted networking technologies. Despite their many

benefits and applications, it still faces many security and

trust challenges, including managing and controlling ser-

vices, privacy, data integrity in distributed databases, data

backup, and synchronization. Moreover, due to its central-

ized architecture, and lack of transparency and traceability,

the results of the trust assessment cannot be fully recognized

by all users. However, creating a trust-based transaction en-

vironment has become its key factor. Blockchain, with its

nature of decentralization and security, can be leveraged to

address these challenges and build a distributed and decen-

tralized trust architecture, due to the underlying character-

istics such as transparency, traceability, decentralization, se-

curity, immutability, and automation. This article makes a

comprehensive study of how Blockchain is applied to de-

liver security services in the cloud computing model, focus-

ing on up-to-date approaches, opportunities, and future di-

rections. This survey also discusses the benefits of the tech-

nical fusion of Blockchain and cloud. It provides a classifi-

cation of proposed systems based on privacy and key shar-

ing, data sharing, authentication, and access control, as well

as auditing and data integrity. Finally, the main conclusions

of this study will be the challenges and future directions to

stimulate further research in this promising field.
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1 Introduction

With the unlimited expansion of resource sharing, cloud com-

puting has become one of the hottest computing research is-

sues in recent years and has attracted the attention of the sci-

entific community and businesses. It is a well-defined tech-

nology that has emerged from large-scale distributed com-

puting technology. There are many advantages such as flexi-

bility with a highly automated process, worldwide availabil-

ity, reduced hardware and maintenance costs, and resource

pooling with rapid elasticity via the Internet from portable

devices [1].

Although one of the greatest innovations in the field of

computing is the storage and remote access to data in the

cloud, there are many security, and trust issues concerning

this technology [2]. One of the main problems with cloud

storage is the lack of transparency, traceability, and con-

trol over the data stored. In other words, users do not know

where their data is stored, how and when it is processed, or

even if their data is lost or compromised. Another problem

with such systems is a lack of trust. Since users and ser-

vice providers typically do not sign formal contracts, there is

no legal framework for users to claim compensation if their

data is damaged, leaked, or sold to third-party companies.

Additionally, the traditional cloud security trust model typ-

ically adopts a centralized architecture, resulting in signifi-

cant management overhead, network congestion, and even a

single point of failure.

Moreover, compromised cloud service providers can also

pose huge security breach risks to users. For example, a

for-profit CSP (Cloud Service Provider) may delete infre-

quently accessed outsourcing data without users’ permis-

sion and may even alter some data to gain economic bene-

fits [3]. Therefore, it is essential to design a schema to verify

whether the data stored in the cloud is intact. To ensure the
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integrity of remote data, many researchers have proposed

the use of a private audit between the CSP and the DO (Data

Owner), where the DO generates a challenge to the CSP and

verifies the corresponding evidence of the CSP to verify data

integrity. However, the limitation of this solution (private au-

dit) is that the verification procedure is only performed by

the DO, which means that the DOs will bear a large com-

putational load due to the increase in data volume and audit

requests. Due to the inherent nature of the cloud, its secu-

rity gaps cannot be fully closed despite the development of

improved security solutions over the past few years.

As an emerging decentralized framework and distributed

computing paradigm, Blockchain is considered an adapt-

able alternative to establishing a trusted platform due to a

few of its features, e.g. transparency, traceability, decentral-

ization, security, immutability, and automation. It is a dis-

tributed ledger that stores tamper-proof data in the form of

a string without going through trusted intermediaries (cen-

tral authority). Blockchain was first proposed by Nakamoto

[4], which provides a decentralized network, where all nodes

are equal and no control center exists. It has been widely ac-

cepted that Blockchain can not only be used in financial ser-

vices such as Bitcoin but also implemented in application-

oriented scenarios [5]. In this context, smart contracts are

software used to facilitate, verify and enforce the negoti-

ation of a transaction on a Blockchain platform as it in-

troduces the capability of automatic control [6]. Since its

proposal in 2008, Blockchain technology has witnessed a

growing integration across various domains, including but

not limited to C-ITS (Cooperative Intelligent Transport Sys-

tems) [7, 8], IoT (Internet of Things), and recently extending

into the realm of cloud computing. In fact, to facilitate the

growth of cloud computing, we can overcome access control

and data security issues by integrating Blockchain technol-

ogy. Table 1 shows the comparison of our survey with other

existing surveys. Unfortunately, a concise, service-oriented

review of Blockchain-cloud integration is missing. For that,

this survey focuses on the technical fusion of Blockchain

and cloud computing and discusses current trends, classifi-

cations, and unresolved difficulties. This survey aims to in-

dicate recent research on Blockchains that can be used to

power cloud systems or these new mechanisms to empower

Blockchain systems using cloud-based approaches. The 21

most representative articles have been selected in this article.

These valuable methods are analyzed, classified, and com-

pared.

1.1 Literature review of existing surveys

In recent years, the security of data stored in a cloud envi-

ronment has attracted the attention of many researchers. Ac-

cording to our review of the existing literature, a Blockchain-

based approach is currently the most reliable way to achieve

distributed and decentralized storage. Several surveys have

been published on similar topics in recent years. Table 1 re-

views related literature surveys on trust approaches incorpo-

rating cloud computing and Blockchain technology. These

surveys mainly concern the introduction and integration of

Blockchain technology with cloud computing [18], [20], [16]

and integrity audit for cloud data [19]. These surveys are

chosen according to the following main criteria: we have

selected recent surveys published between 2019 and 2022,

which deal with topics in the field of cloud integration with

Blockchain to strengthen the level of data security.

Gai, Keke, et al. [13] conducted a survey that provides

recent Blockchain studies that can be used to power cloud

systems or those new mechanisms that use cloud-based meth-

ods to empower Blockchain systems. In this study, the au-

thors neglected to compare the diagrams presented nor to

identify the limits of each solution.

Although the investigation in [20] presents an overview

of the use of Blockchain for cloud exchange, they only pro-

vide brief introductions on this topic without in-depth inves-

tigation, unlike our article.

The survey [9] focuses on the application of Blockchain

technology in cloud data security after analyzing the threats

in the cloud environment. In this investigation, the authors

did not cover the most recent Blockchain technology mecha-

nisms, especially those based on decentralized storage tech-

niques. Murthy, Bharathi, et al. [11] briefly introduced cloud

computing, and Blockchain technology, and discussed the

benefits of integrating the Blockchain network with a scal-

able cloud environment. This survey did not cover recent

solutions and focused on the benefits that Blockchain brings

to cloud computing.

Li, Wenjuan, et al. [15] conducted a review of Blockchain-

based trust management approaches in cloud computing sys-

tems. Also, they presented a comparison of existing Blockchain-

based trust approaches. Despite the good analysis, they did

not take into consideration several evaluation criteria. In ad-

dition, the study did not consider cloud-stored data integrity

audit mechanisms and briefly discussed access control mech-

anisms.

Although the survey [10] examines the main challenges

that can be solved by integrating cloud computing with Blockchain

technology, it is very short and deals with solutions that have

not been updated.

Soumik Sarker et al. [12] presented a review on Blockchain-

cloud integration services. In this survey, the authors stud-

ied the industrial approaches and research approaches of

"Blockchain as a service" technology, but they did not men-

tion the mechanisms and protocols necessary to show the

effectiveness of this technology.

The authors in [14] focused on introducing Blockchain-

based storage systems and how they work, a comparison of

these systems with cloud-based storage networks, and their
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Table 1: Related surveys

Ref 1 Publication NSS 2 Period Idea of paper Research Challenges

[9] 2019 13 2016-2019 Summarizes the classification of current Improving Blockchain encryption algorithms

Blockchain technology to address cloud and consensus mechanisms

data security issues

[10] 2020 8 2012-2019 Investigation of solving cloud computing -

problems using Blockchain

[11] 2020 20 2016-2019 Discuss the benefits of integrating Blockchain scalability and data privacy

Blockchain with a cloud to build trust and

data security

[12] 2020 19 2017-2020 Provide a service-focused review of Blockchains scalability and privacy

Blockchain-cloud integration

[13] 2020 48 2016-2019 Learn how Blockchain technology into High performance in the fits field of

currently deployed cloud solutions Blockchain-cloud

[14] 2020 17 2017-2019 A study on Blockchain-based storage Scalability issues, lack of legal constraints

systems and how they work and Access control

[15] 2021 33 2017-2020 Study Blockchain-based trust approaches Adaptability of Blockchain trust management,

in cloud computing systems. data privacy, and risk control.

[16] 2021 26 2016-2020 Investigate how Blockchain is applied to Mixed Blockchain-cloud and challenges

provide security services for the cloud faced by cloud computing itself.

computing.

[17] 2022 28 2016-2019 Reviews the challenges of trust in cloud Energy efficiency Solutions, integrating,

computing and analyzes how Blockchain learning and Blockchain edge computing.

addresses these challenges.

[18] 2022 18 2017-2021 Examine release patterns in areas of Challenges of scalability, power consumption

Blockchain technology associated with and infrastructure requirements.

cloud computing, healthcare, and finance.

[19] 2022 13 2015-2020 Give a comprehensive evaluation and Data recovery, reputation evaluation,

benchmarking of Blockchain-based cloud and attack detection and defense.

data integrity audit systems.

Our survey 2023 29 2019-2022 Study how to apply Blockchain to provide Design a CSP reputation assessment

access control, data sharing, auditing, and mechanism, need for decentralized user

data privacy for cloud computing. identity management, and solve the scalability

scalability problem.

1 References
2 Number of solutions studied

advantages. Thus, the different techniques of consensus pro-

tocols in each group are also explored. However, this survey

did not cover recent solutions. Moreover, the authors focus

on the theoretical explanation of each mechanism without

making an effective comparison.

Jinglin Zou, et al. [16] presented an in-depth study of

how Blockchain is applied to provide security services in the

cloud computing model, classifying and discussing them.

They lightly discussed proposed solutions to address secu-

rity challenges in the cloud. Moreover, the study did not take

into account the comparison of the methods proposed in the

literature or identify their limits.

1.2 Motivation and main contributions

Motivated by the above observations, we provide a compre-

hensive survey of Blockchain for storing data in an untrusted

environment, services fundamental knowledge, up-to-date

approaches, opportunities, research challenges, issues, and

future directions. The main objective of this survey is to give

an in-depth analysis of the latest research on Blockchain

technology and its applications in powering cloud systems.

The study’s most important contributions can be summa-

rized as follows:

– We identify the most important security policies and re-

quirements associated with using an untrusted cloud ser-

vice provider and the security issues associated with their

use.

– We define a new classification of Blockchain applica-

tions in cloud systems. We identify four categories based

on their security services: Privacy and Key Sharing, Data

Sharing, Authentication and Access Control, Audit, and

Data Integrity. A summary is given at the end of each

category in order to specify the usefulness of the Blockchain
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Fig. 1: Survey outline.

for each of them. Our classification could help academics

and industry improve their understanding of this emerg-

ing research area.

– We provide an in-depth comparison of the solutions dis-

cussed in order to identify the strengths and weaknesses

of each proposal and to identify the main issues of each

architecture that proposes to integrate Blockchain tech-

nology into cloud computing environments.

– Finally, we discuss a number of research challenges, in-

cluding cloud data access control challenges, cloud user

authentication challenges, latency challenges,. . . , to guide

scientists and practitioners, and show them where they

should focus their future research.

1.3 The organization of the survey

The organizational structure of this survey is shown in Fig.

1. In Section 2, we provide an overview of cloud and Blockchain

technology as well as the motivations behind using Blockchain

for the cloud. The benefits of using Blockchain in several

applications and its great potential to improve the security

of data stored in the cloud are discussed in the same sec-

tion. Then, Section 3 describes a comparative analysis of

relevant recent works based on different Blockchain-based

security services in the cloud computing model. Addition-

ally, we synthesize the work on methods for integrating the

cloud with Blockchain. Section 4 highlights and summarizes

current research challenges and solutions. Finally, the inves-

tigation is concluded in section 5. The acronyms used in this

paper are listed in Table 2.

2 Blockchain and cloud computing

Before delving deeper into the state of the art on Blockchains

in cloud computing, it is necessary to introduce several ba-

sic concepts on Blockchain technology and cloud systems.

Hence, in this section, we will provide a brief background on

cloud storage and Blockchain operations, followed by high-

lighting the key advantages that emerge from the integration

of Blockchain and cloud computing.
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Table 2: Abbreviations

CSP Cloud Services Providers DO Data Owner

NSS Number of Solutions Studied TPA Third Party Auditor

MHT Merkle Hash Tree MT Merkle Tree

PoW Proof of Work PoS Proof of Stake

DSL Domain Specific Languages DGA Directed Acyclic Graph

P2P Peer-to-Peer DPoS Delegated Proof of Stake

PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance UNL Unique Node Liste

PoA Proof of Authority ABE Attribute-Based Encryption

AES Advanced Encryption Standard IBE Identity Based Encryption

IBS Identity Based Signatures IoT Internet of Things

IPFS Interplanetary File System EMRs Electronic Medical Records

ECC Elliptic curve cryptography CP-ABE Ciphertext Policy Attribute Based Encryption

SHA Secure Hash Algorithm RSA Rivest Shamir Adleman

DSN Decentralized Storage Networks C-ITS Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems

IoT Internet of Things

2.1 Overview of cloud storage

Cloud computing is the use of a network of remote servers

to store, manage and process data on demand from any cor-

ner of the world. Cloud computing applications and ser-

vices such as data storage are delivered to organizational

devices via the Internet [21]. Cloud computing offers many

advantages through services (based on pay-as-you-go reg-

ulation) combining data centers, resources, and servers on

the Internet. The services are available all over the world

and with a much cheaper payment, which reduces the cost

of investing in new local resources and thus improves col-

laboration between companies. Automatic updating of soft-

ware present in the cloud makes the cloud easily manage-

able. It also has some limitations due to its rapid growth,

which also increases security concerns for cloud developers

[22]. As user data is stored in a cloud environment and con-

trolled by centralized third parties like in[23, 24], this intro-

duces new security challenges in managing and controlling

secure services, privacy, data confidentiality, protection of

data integrity in distributed databases, data backup, synchro-

nization and the procedures necessary for their processing.

Therefore, the lack of security in the cloud can lead to a loss

of user confidence.

A) Security policies in Cloud Computing

The use of cloud computing has offered several advan-

tages and has simplified certain tasks, but it has also

raised new security issues. There are likely a large num-

ber of distinct vulnerabilities that can be exploited by

malicious actors, due to various types of data being scat-

tered across the network and stored in a variety of cloud

services. Technologies such as data storage outsourcing,

virtualization, multi-tenancy, and big data make users

fear the risk of privacy leakage, as shown in Fig. 2 below.

– Security of confidential data: Security risks such as

leaks of confidential data in the cloud, confidential

disclosure, management of access rights, and diffi-

culties in data destruction are particularly important,

due to the outsourcing model of services.

– Cloud data storage: Data security in cloud centers

is the responsibility of service providers rather than

the user. The information is physically stored on a

large number of servers, and the user management of

these records is controlled by legal contracts. Con-

cerns about storage, availability, privacy; and other

types of security have arisen as a direct result of data

management issues. Moreover, the service provider

has a monopoly on the formulation of the terms and

conditions while the users have no role in the cre-

ation of the contract. Additionally, there is a growing

need for distributed computing systems to store data

in a manner that is both secure and accessible [25].

– Identity and access management: Identity and ac-

cess management, which is a policy-based frame-

work for controlling digital identity within an orga-

nization, is one of the major requirements of cloud

security. Access management systems to identity are

required to take all necessary measures to ensure the

security of user credentials during storage and regis-

tration, as well as to prevent any possibility of pre-

dicting the encryption key with brute force attacks or

by cryptanalysis [26].

– Authentication: A fundamental authentication method

that does not allow access to data from a variety of

cloud service providers. Ensuring that only legiti-
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Fig. 2: Taxonomy of Cloud security issues.

mate users have access to data is a challenge for

cloud service providers when users need to be able

to access their applications from anywhere and from

any device such as mobile phones, tablets, laptops,

smart TVs, etc. In addition, it should be noted that

there are various authentication threats and attacks in

the cloud environment, such as password discovery

attacks, cookie response attacks, man-in-the-middle

attacks, medium, and many others.

– Availability: The centralization of cloud systems can

lead to several issues such as single point of fail-

ure vulnerability and falsification of data informa-

tion. Meanwhile, malicious users who have hacked

into the system can modify the data as they wish.

Additionally, rogue cloud providers may display ha-

rassing advertisements when users search for appro-

priate resources. This highlights the need for a de-

centralized system.

B) Security requirement in Cloud Computing

– Data sharing

With the opening of the cloud and the sharing of vir-

tualized resources by the multi-tenant, the data of the

owners of the data can be accessed by other unau-

thorized users [27]. However, data encryption can

improve the security and privacy of data stored in

the cloud so that the CSP can schedule data back-

ups. In addition to storing and sharing data reliably,

it is also important to transmit data securely between

users. Data sharing involves the questions of when

and where data is encrypted, when and where it is

decrypted, and the methods used to share the encryp-

tion key.

– Data integrity

Cloud computing has been seen as a good solution

to the problem of growing data storage costs [28]. A

growing number of businesses and individual users

are choosing to store and process their data with cloud

computing services. Users can access data held by

the cloud anytime via the Internet. This means that

data integrity may be compromised when stored in

the cloud (the likelihood that the data has not been

altered or destroyed is not guaranteed). Therefore,

one of the critical customer concerns to address is

ensuring the integrity and accuracy of their data in

the cloud.

– Data auditing

For many enterprises and users, the remaining bar-

riers to adopting cloud computing services are re-

lated to security. One such significant security issue

is the lack of audibility for various aspects of secu-

rity [29]. However, the user must regularly check the

integrity of the data, and frequent interaction with

the CSP and auditing operations can lead to signif-

icant consumption of computer resources. Thus, the

user can verify the integrity of outsourced data via

a remote public data audit solution. However, the

auditing procedure has a large computational load,

which employs a third-party auditor (TPA) to per-

form the auditing task on behalf of the users and the

users only need to know the audit results of the TPA.

While in most existing public auditing systems, TPA

is a centralized party and was considered completely

trustworthy, which also raises security risks. For ex-

ample, if an irresponsible TPA only tells the user that

the audit results are correct in every audit without

performing an actual audit, the user’s data will be at

great risk.

– Authentication and access control

Identity authentication and access control ensure that

participants in cloud marketplaces, including service

providers and users, are authenticated legitimate nodes

[30]. It is undeniable that the identification and au-

thentication mechanisms of systems must deal with

vulnerabilities to avoid exposing sensitive informa-

tion. Moreover, an unreliable access control method

can also affect other functions, such as authentica-

tion, authorization, and data auditing. A common weak-

ness of traditional access control mechanisms is that

they generally require a third-party management cen-

ter, which can lead to security risks and generally

lacks transparency, traceability, inviolability, and gov-

ernance.
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2.2 Overview of Blockchain technology

The term Blockchain was first introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto

in [4]. Blockchain technology is informally defined as a dis-

tributed database (peer-to-peer network) that records all trans-

actions that occur in the network in which smart contracts

operate in a decentralized, secure, and reliable manner. Smart

contracts [31] are one of the best applications of Blockchain

technologies and are also crucial in facilitating the nego-

tiation of a transaction (traceable and irreversible) without

third parties in a Blockchain. The history of all transactions

is stored in the Blockchain, which makes it immutable and

very difficult to tamper with. Nowadays, the use of Blockchain

in cloud computing is one of the most common innovations

that can solve the challenges of security, anonymity, and data

integrity without any third party in a cloud environment be-

cause of its underlying characteristics such as transparency,

traceability, decentralization, security, immutability, and au-

tomation. There are three types of Blockchains as shown in

Fig. 3:

As depicted in Fig. 3, three main types of Blockchains exist

within the realm of Blockchain technology, namely public,

private, and consortium:

(1) The public Blockchain: A public Blockchain is an

open and decentralized register in which anyone can con-

nect to the network via a consensus mechanism [32]. Net-

work participants can send, receive and verify transactions

by participating in the consensus process. Economic incen-

tives are offered to those involved in the consensus mecha-

nism.

(2) Private Blockchain is a type of centralized Blockchain

controlled by a central authority for accessibility (invitation-

only Blockchain and managed by an administrator) [33].

Permission to read data is selectively open to the public

(only those who get admin permissions can read or write).

(3) Consortium Blockchain: A consortium Blockchain is

a partially decentralized chain (a semi-private system) with

a group of persons usually belonging to an organization [34].

Its write permissions (permissions can be public or restricted)

are limited so that only a pre-selected entity can participate

in registry maintenance.

Merkle trees: Data is encrypted with hashing algorithms

when a transaction occurs for efficient storage and verifi-

cation of large sets of data, then it is transmitted to each

node. The Merkle tree function was used by the Blockchain

to produce a final hash value and Merkle tree root because

it could contain thousands of transaction records in each

node’s block. The root of the tree (Merkle root) contains

the hash of all transactions in a block while the leaf nodes

contain the hash of the Blockchain transaction. Merkle trees

can be used to effectively validate data integrity and its tree

takes up very little disk space compared to other data struc-

tures. Thus, they can be broken down into small data el-

ements for verification purposes. Several researchers have

taken full advantage of the characteristics of the Merkle tree.

For example, Yue et al. [35] propose an architecture where

the customer data is split into several parts which are built

in a Merkle hash tree. Then the client uploads the root of

the hash tree to the Blockchain and uploads its data and

the Merkle hash trees to the cloud storage servers. When

the client needs to verify the integrity of a slice of data, a

smart contract calculates the hash value of the data in the

Blockchain and compares it with the hash calculated by the

cloud to verify the integrity of the data. Fig. 4 gives the rep-

resentation of the Merkle tree as follows:

Smart contracts: Smart contracts are self-executing con-

tracts launched in 1994 by Nick Szabo, which consist of a

group of codes defining the rules governing transactions and

are built on an underlying cryptocurrency platform. Users

can create their smart contracts in digital form as a series

of commitments by writing the logic in a few lines of code

to transfer their digital assets without third parties accord-

ing to predefined arbitrary rules [36]. The data present in

the block will be executed within the Blockchain, which of-

fers reliability, uniqueness, traceability, and irreversibility.

As smart contract data is present in the Blockchain, the re-

lationship between the parties is built by rules that establish

trust between the parties who do not know each other. Some

research offers the results that Ethereum is the best example

of building smart contracts [37]. Fig. 5 gives the representa-

tion of the Smart Contract.

2.2.1 Blockchain platform

In this section, we present the most popular Blockchain plat-

forms available, i.e. whose code is open source: Bitcoin,

Ethereum, Hyperledger, and IOTA, as illustrated in Table 3.

Note that many different cryptocurrencies exist today [38],

comparing cryptocurrency frameworks is beyond the scope

of this article, although it is an interesting topic.

– Bitcoin

Bitcoin is the first and most popular distributed and widely

used Blockchain platform that introduced Blockchain tech-

nology and platform to the world [4]. It offers a reli-

able, fast, and cheap mechanism to conduct digital fi-

nancial transactions without the need for a central bank

or central authority. Bitcoin enables the implementation

of smart contacts using a scripting language to create

and send transactions to the Blockchain network. Bit-

coin uses the PoW consensus protocol to verify trans-

actions and therefore consumes a lot of energy. Many

other alternative cryptocurrencies and consensus proto-

cols have been proposed and developed due to the suc-
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Fig. 3: Blockchain type.

Fig. 4: Structure of Merkle Tree.

Fig. 5: Structure of Smart Contract.

cess of Bitcoin, including the other platforms reviewed

in this study.

– Ethereum

Ethereum has proven to be the most well-known plat-

form for creating and using decentralized applications

based on smart contracts using an integrated scripting

language, named Solidity, which runs on Blockchain tech-

nology [39]. In recent years, Ethereum has had a pro-

found effect on the evolution of Blockchain technology.

Ethereum makes it possible to apply Blockchain tech-

nology not only to cryptocurrencies but also to differ-

ent fields of application due to the simplicity of creating

smart contracts. This has made Ethereum the most pop-

ular solution for developing reliable, secure, and decen-

tralized Blockchain applications. It adapts the Proof of

Stake consensus protocol. Ethereum is also cryptocurrency-

based like Bitcoin, i.e. it manages budgets (measured in

gas and paid for by transaction originators) used to pay

for transaction fees and services in the network Ethereum.

– Hyperledger Fabric

Hyperledger Fabric platform is an open-source Blockchain

infrastructure designed for use in private Blockchain sys-

tems, it does not have the concept of miners. It is a plat-

form developed under the Linux foundation for use in

the enterprise context [40]. As the use of Blockchain

should meet different needs, Hyperledger Fabric facili-

tates the creation of smart contracts using general-purpose

scripting languages such as Go, Java, and Node.js rather

than domain-specific languages ( DSL) limited. Thus, it

supported pluggable consensus protocols, allowing the

platform to be customized for industry-specific use cases.

It should also be noted that Hyperledger has global col-

laborations with several companies.

– IOTA

Similar to Bitcoin and Ethereum, IOTA is a public (per-

missionless) Blockchain system designed to support IoT

applications, and its cryptocurrency is known as MIOTA.

The main difference is IOTA organizes transactions in

bundles instead of blocks; a single transaction in a bun-

dle cannot be understood or trained independently of

other transactions in the bundle. IOTA achieves higher

throughput than Bitcoin and Ethereum by organizing bun-

dles in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) rather than blocks

in a chain. Typically, a bundle contains related input and

output transactions, as well as other types of transac-
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tions. The main purpose of aggregating transactions into

a block in Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Hyperledger Fabric

is to increase the throughput of the consensus protocol

used to update the ledger, on the contrary bundles cannot

be used at this end because they cannot combine unre-

lated transactions.

2.2.2 Blockchain characteristics and security

– Traceability

In a Blockchain network, blocks are encrypted using hash-

ing algorithms. Each block in the network will have a

hash key where a block represents all of the different

transactions. It contains the timestamp of the transaction

as well as the details of the participants involved in the

transaction and the hash key of the previous blocks and

is linked through them [45]. Therefore, tracing the block

through the hash key is comfortable in the Blockchain

network and it provides a full audit trail where we can

find the various steps an asset has passed through as it

travels through the supply chain.

– Immutability

Immutability simply refers to the permanence of data

(i.e. the data in the blocks cannot be tampered with be-

cause the data in the blocks is linked via the hash key,

and changing the data would invalidate subsequent blocks

). Instead of relying on centralized authorities, Blockchain

technology works through a collection of nodes and each

node in the network has a copy of the digital ledger.

When a transaction is initiated, each node checks the va-

lidity of the transaction and if the majority of nodes think

it is valid, then it is added to the network. This means

that without the approval of a majority of nodes, any

committed record is irreversible and cannot be changed

and no one can just go back and change it [41].

– Decentralization

The Blockchain network adopts a P2P network which

has no governing authority that will be responsible for

all decisions. This approach eliminates the communica-

tion delay problem in traditional systems where nodes

must be validated through a centralized trusted server.

Each node realizes self-verification, information trans-

mission, and management through distributed storage,

and the newly added node can choose to download all or

part of the block data from the old nodes to query or ver-

ify the block data. This decentralized approach allows

participants to not rely on any third-party management

institution or hardware facility that could provide com-

plete privacy to users.

– Consensus

The operation of Blockchain frameworks is based on as-

sociated consensus algorithms, which are responsible for

helping the network make quick and unbiased decisions.

This makes the validation process of a transaction faster

and similar to a voting system where the majority wins

and the minority must support it [42].

– Data security

The decentralized and immutable nature of Blockchain

and the use of encryption provide another high level of

security to the system. The use of cryptography involves

the implementation of complex algorithms that help pre-

vent unauthorized attacks. Every piece of information on

the Blockchain is hashed, which means that all blocks

contain their unique hash and the hash of the previous

block. Any attempt to modify the data means modifying

all the hash ids, which is quite impossible, and due to this

hash property, the blocks are cryptographically linked to

each other.

2.2.3 Consensus algorithms

When a block needs to be added to the Blockchain, that

block must be verified as valid by all nodes in the network

distributed together. Otherwise, some nodes may be mali-

ciously attacked. Consensus algorithms are a kind of pro-

tocol that determines which blocks are inserted (added) to

the BC and the current state to reach transaction order deci-

sions and filter out invalid transactions. To solve the decision

problem, various methods are designed and developed as

consensus algorithms. However, in this section, we make a

detailed description of the principles of these most important

consensus algorithms that are widely used in Blockchain

networks. Table 4 details a comparison of various consen-

sus models.

– Proof of Work (PoW):

POW is the first and oldest Blockchain consensus algo-

rithm introduced by Nakomoto (Nakamoto, 2019) and

is used in Bitcoin [4]. The main purpose of consensus

models is to perform many calculations to solve a math-

ematical puzzle. The miners (i.e. the computer trying to

solve the mathematical puzzle) will calculate the value

which is equal to or less than the consensus value such

that this value has a predefined condition. When a miner

hits the target value, they broadcast the block to the en-

tire network and all other nodes must mutually confirm

the correctness of the hash value. The advantage of the

Proof of Work algorithm is its decentralization, high lev-

els of security, and acceptable levels of scalability. On

the other hand, although the complexity of the hash func-

tion may be scalable, due to the complexity of solving

the hash function, solving this puzzle must use a lot of

computing power. Therefore, this algorithm is unsuitable

for large, fast-growing networks that require many trans-

actions (This process wastes too much of its resources,
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Table 3: Comparison of the most popular Blockchain platforms

Features Bitcoin Ethereum Hyperledger Fabric IOTA

Blockchain type Public Public Private Public

Smart contract Yes Yes Yes No support

yet

Objectif Cryptocurrency, Execute smart contracts, Create a Blockchain for

store transaction store cryptocurrency industries, store chain

data transactions code and smart contracts -

Access Mechanism Anyone. Anyone. Selected users.

Decentralized Decentralized Partially decentralized -

Execution Time High High Low -

Latency High High Low -

Throughput Low Low High -

Block-release timing 10 min 12 s Configurable -

Consensus PoW, PoS. PoW, PoS. PBFT, Raft.

Energy-intensive Energy-intensive Energy-efficient -

has a high computational cost, and has large bandwidth

requirements).

– Proof of Stake (PoS):

PoS offers a lightweight and power-efficient alternative

to PoW without wasting resources. In PoS, the age of a

coin is its value multiplied by the time period after its

creation, i.e. the longer a node holds the coins, the more

rights it can obtain on the network. Proof of Stake (POS)

is considered less risky when it comes to the potential

of an attack on the network, as the holders of the coins

will receive a certain reward based on the age of the

coin which makes an attack less advantageous. More-

over, the richest miner in the network would start dom-

inating the others. With the concept of the coin age, the

Blockchain no longer relies entirely on proof of work

and many Blockchains plan to gradually transition from

PoW to PoS [43]. PoS is well-suited for applications that

operate in low-power environments.

– Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS):

DPoS is an advancement of the core concepts of Proof

Of Stake and minor node selection is based on dele-

gation. In this process, stakeholders select representa-

tives by vote to validate the blocks. Chosen parties cre-

ate new blocks one by one as assigned and get rewards.

Transactions are finalized faster due to fewer nodes and

blocks. The adjunct nodes could reject dishonest stake-

holders and the decision is made taking into account the

block size and block intervals such that at least 50% of

the voting actors believe that decentralization is suffi-

cient. Despite the advantages of this mechanism (scala-

bility, energy efficiency, and low-cost transactions), it is

a semi-centralized mechanism and is best used in private

Blockchains.

– Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT):

PBFT is like a consensus mechanism introduced in the

late 90s by Barbara Liskov and Miguel Castro that can

withstand Byzantine flaws. In distributed systems, Byzan-

tine fault tolerance is to guard against system failures

using collective decision-making that aims to reduce the

influence of faulty nodes. In this method, all nodes must

participate in the voting process to add the next block,

and the consensus is reached when more than two-thirds

of the nodes have a favorable opinion on the block. Oth-

erwise, agreement and consensus cannot be reached. This

way, consensus can be achieved faster and more cost-

effectively compared to proof-of-work. Hyperledger Fab-

rics uses PBFT as its consensus algorithm since PBFT

handles up to one-third of Byzantine replicas.

– RIPPLE:

In Ripple, we use trusted subnets that are collectively

trusted in the existing network. It was developed to solve

three main problems that the distributed payment sys-

tem faces, namely accuracy, agreement, and usefulness.

The nodes can be divided into two types in this net-

work: one is a server that participates in the consen-

sus activity and the other is the client which only trans-

fers the funds. Each server will have a unique node list

(UNL). The database will ask the nodes present in the

UNL to determine whether to post transactions to the

ledger and if it gets agreement from more than 80% of all

servers, those transactions would be aggregated into the

distributed ledger and successfully verified by enough

servers.

– Proof of Authority (PoA):

This consensus algorithm aims to give a small, desig-

nated number of Blockchain actors the power to validate

transactions or interactions with the network and update
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its more or less distributed ledger [44]. There are many

similarities between PoA and PoS, for example, they do

not require mining to generate a new block and hence

the rights to generate new blocks are granted to nodes

that have proven their authority to do so. The disadvan-

tage of this method is the low level of decentralization it

has generated.

2.3 Benefit of Blockchain-cloud integration

Combining Blockchain with cloud computing can improve

data security, privacy, and traceability. It can create an im-

mutable and transparent transaction ledger, prevent data tam-

pering, and enable secure data access control. Some of the

benefits are below as follows:

Adaptability

Blockchain has amazing information processing techniques

to have large-scale exchanges in organizations to enable adapt-

able Blockchain services. Due to the scalability capabilities

of cloud computing, it can provide on-demand services for

Blockchain businesses. In this way, an exceptionally versa-

tile coordinated system can be provided with a mixture of

Blockchain and cloud computing.

Blockchain for secure data sharing and storage

Blockchain, with its decentralized and immutable nature, is

capable of supporting reliable data transmissions and data

sharing, to solve the security and privacy issues that remain

in traditional data transmission protocols. Users, especially

organizations, are reluctant to store sensitive information on

a system managed by a trusted third party because there are

several issues regarding data application security, privacy

leaks, and trust crisis, as well as the centralized data single

point of failure. The cloud provider still faces some chal-

lenges in terms of security, although encrypting files before

storing them in the cloud is one of the solutions. If shared,

user data is used illegally and user privacy is compromised.

Some mechanisms should be adopted to control access and

ensure the confidentiality of data. Blockchain sets a unique

hash value for the stored file to provide proof of authentic-

ity for user verification. Decentralized Blockchain can pro-

vide the solution to such kind of security issues and helps

to ensure safe file storage and avoid a single point of fail-

ure. However, the combination of the two (Blockchain and

cloud computing) still faces many challenges, including so-

lutions to the single point of failure problem, congestion and

availability issues, the balance between optimizing system

performance and decentralization, optimization of the use

of resources and reduction of costs, and improvement of the

quality of service[45].

Considering the existing security issues in storing data in a

traditional cloud, researchers have proposed many distributed

and Blockchain-based schemes.

Decentralization

Information stored in cloud computing is kept in a central-

ized server for data management and decision-making, which

is one of the major issues from a security perspective; it is

possible that this problem can be solved by accepting de-

centralized Blockchain in cloud computing. Blockchain can

solve these problems because in the decentralized frame-

work, the information is stored on many servers, which elim-

inates the risk of failure of the whole system and there is no

more risk of the whole system going down. crash if only one

server does it. Moreover, integrating Blockchain with cloud

computing is a good possible solution for decentralization

and could provide complete privacy to users. However, since

there is a lot of duplicate information available on different

nodes, a lack of information cannot be a problem.

Tolerance for errors

The Blockchain requires the replication of information on a

network of computer servers firmly connected to each other

by collaborative clouds. This will minimize the risk of sin-

gle failure due to disruption of any cloud node so that the

Blockchain can provide uninterrupted services and continu-

ous operation.

Scalability

It is very important to have robust powerful data processing

services to have high transaction execution, due to the huge

number of transactions on large-scale Blockchain applica-

tions, to enable scalable Blockchain services. Thus, we can

see that the combination of cloud computing and Blockchain

can provide a highly scalable integrated system.

Audibility

The most critical threats of cloud storage are privacy leaks

and data integrity. Additionally, an auditing scheme based

on a trust architecture is becoming increasingly important in

the cloud [46]. Users can verify the integrity of outsourced

data via a remote data audit solution, however, the audit pro-

cedure has a heavy computational load, which employs a

third-party auditor (TPA) to perform the task of the audit.

But, TPA is not so reliable, it may collude with CSP or

users for activating economic benefits, or some users may

maliciously declare data loss for high compensation. Mean-

while, the emergence of Blockchain technology and its ad-

vantage of decentralization, trustless consensus, inviolabil-

ity, and traceability, can provide a new research idea to solve

the problem of mutual trust. With a decentralized public au-

dit scheme for Blockchain-based cloud storage, the audit

task was assigned to multiple CSPs, and Blockchain tech-

nology was used to record the audit process.
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Table 4: Blockchain consensus algorithm

Protocol Block creating Powerful Byzantine Energy saving Example Scalability

type speed hardware fault

tolerance

PoW high Very important 50% No Bitcoin High

PoS Low No need 50% Patial Ethereum High

DPoS Medium No need 50% Partial Bitshares High

PBFT Fast Important 33% Yes Hyperleger Low

Fabric

RIPPLE Low No need - Yes Ripple -

PoA Low No need - Yes VeChain -

3 Study of the state of the art

In this section, we categorize the reviewed articles into four

subcategories based on their security services: Privacy and

Key Sharing, Data Sharing, Authentication and Access Con-

trol, Auditing, and Data Integrity, as shown in Fig. 6. To se-

lect articles that have the same subject as our survey, we used

the following keywords; Cloud storage based on Blockchain

technology, Blockchain access control, and data audit,. . . ,

and we have selected recent articles published from 2018

to 2023. We analyze and describe the issues covered by the

four categories of articles and the solutions they offer. In

each category, we further categorize the items according to

the application scenarios. The main Blockchain-based cloud

computing solutions are summarized and compared in Table

5.

3.1 Privacy and key sharing

Privacy and secure key sharing are considered highly rel-

evant to cloud data security, along with other security at-

tributes that have positive or negative influences on privacy.

Key management forms the basis of all data security since

keys ensure the secure transmission of data over an Internet

connection. Well-protected keys should only be accessible

to users who need them, as the loss or compromise of any

encryption key would invalidate the data security measures

in place. However, to ensure that only authorized users can

read or access data, good key management should ensure

high levels of security around encrypted data.

In this context, the authors of [47] proposed a decentral-

ized storage mechanism with the Ethereum Blockchain to

develop a data storage and sharing scheme for decentral-

ized cloud storage systems. Under the proposed framework,

shared data is stored in the cloud, while metadata such as

hash values or user address information can be kept securely

on the Blockchain for sharing, to overcome the risks of cen-

tralized storage, i.e. leakage of sensitive data and a single

point of failure. The data holder can encrypt the shared in-

formation by specifying the access policy and technique that

has been used with fine-grained data access control, then for-

warding the secret key to authorized users. The limitation of

this work is that data owners were responsible for all re-

quired tasks, from generating secret keys to encrypting files

to setting up a secure channel to communicate with another

party (users allowed).

However, the paper [48] proposed an accurate Blockchain-

based timestamp scheme for data outsourcing to solve the

traditional timestamp problem that requires a credible third-

party provider. This system could guarantee the accuracy,

security, and scalability of cloud storage.

Feng et al. [49] proposed a Blockchain-based privacy pro-

tection scheme based on zero-knowledge proof combined

with smart contracts for secure data sharing between data

owners and cloud service providers. This scheme stores sen-

sitive data encrypted in the cloud and maintains the hash

and digital signature in the Blockchain. By combining zero-

knowledge proof and smart contracts, they aim at the avail-

ability of data between the owner and the requester with the

aim of protecting data privacy. Although in their use case,

full data traceability is important, for a fully anonymous

data-sharing system the data must be untraceable. Moreover,

this model is still in the research phase and has not yet been

implemented.

Sukhodolskiy et al. [50] provided the distributed ledger, based

on the Blockchain to protect the privacy of cryptographic

operations such as key generation and access policy assign-

ment. Files are stored in the cloud after being encrypted by

the attribute encryption scheme on the user device and the

cloud file location, access policies, and additional owner in-

formation are recorded in the Blockchain, thanks to a smart

contract. The system provides all security-significant im-

mutable event logs, but these works only consider single-

cloud aspects and do not concern themselves with the de-

centralized sharing of resources across multiple clouds.

Wang et al. [51] designed a cloud-assisted consortium Blockchain-

based framework to store and share electronic health data

and maintain privacy using searchable encryption and proxy
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Fig. 6: Blockchain-based solutions and used techniques.

re-encryption. They defined block and transaction structure

and implemented primitive cryptographic protocols to store

data securely and used public-key encryption with keyword

search to ensure data security. Public key encryption with

joint keyword search allows data users to search a document

containing multiple keywords on a public key encryption

setting. Also, only the authorized DR can decrypt the tar-

get ciphertext using their private key with the correct file

location and keyword. This scheme however cannot be fully

efficient as it involves a semi-trusted part which affects the

overall security of the architecture and it requires more pro-

cessing time due to the involvement of proxy servers.

3.2 Data sharing

Shen, Meng, et al. [52] have proposed a new architecture

to describe the Blockchain application in a multi-cloud en-

vironment, to improve the security and efficiency of data

sharing, where data is shared via Blockchain and recorded

by a smart contract. This architecture has four parts which

are, data owners, data service agents, Blockchain network,

and cloud users. All data management behaviors have been

recorded in the Blockchain network. However, the main con-

tribution of the paper includes building a dynamic and fair

data sharing and incentive mechanism using Shapley’s value.

But, the problem with this model is that it is not a com-

pletely decentralized trust model, since the deployment of

the model still relied on a credible third-party agency.

L. Zhu, et al. [53] established a data management system

using a Blockchain-distributed consensus mechanism and a

third-party trust center for cloud computing systems. The

uniqueness of this work is that it uses both ordinary voting

nodes and higher-level third-party trust agencies for trans-

action verification, which can be seen as a compromise be-

tween Blockchain and traditional centralized architecture.

Although this model has improved the efficiency of consen-

sus and network management, it is not a completely decen-

tralized and scalable trust model.

Paper [54] proposed a model that can provide energy-efficient

data collection and security for data sharing in a distributed

environment. Each Merkle Tree (MT), provides extensive

data collection and maximum range for sensing devices. MTs

share data while an Ethereum Blockchain platform is used

to ensure data reliability and security. Ethereum maintains

a secure, shared distributed ledger with cooperating MTs

without a trusted third party. This approach offers solutions

for various attacks such as majority attacks, device failure,

eclipse attacks, etc.

Gousteris, Solonas, et al. [55] proposed a general secure

cloud data storage system that supports confidentiality, in-

tegrity, and availability. In this work, the researchers used

the Blockchain Ethereum and its Smart Contracts to guar-

antee data availability and integrity. The RSA encryption

scheme has been used to provide confidentiality of sensitive

data and source authentication through the storage of public

keys in Ethereum smart contracts. However, this work has
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some shortcomings such as; the encryption process with an

asymmetric algorithm, which may lead to high communi-

cation costs, especially for users with limited hardware re-

sources, moreover, this work does not provide specific de-

tails about each process.

Yue et al. [35] proposed a general framework for sharing

and verifying data integrity in Blockchain-based decentral-

ized Edge-Cloud storage that eliminates semi-honest TPA.

In this work, the researchers also proposed sampling verifi-

cation and formulated rational sampling strategies to make

sampling verification more efficient. Thus, only the DO can

generate the leaf node of MHT, which improves the preser-

vation of confidentiality. Additionally, they designed two

types of smart contracts for data integrity verification. How-

ever, this work has some shortcomings such as; traceability

cannot be satisfied because relevant operation logs of data

are not stored on the Blockchain, dynamic operations of data

are not supported, and computational and communication

costs cannot be assessed because this work does not provide

specific details on each phase.

Nabeil Eltayieba et al. [56] has developed a mechanism that

combines the concept of attribute-based encryption and

Blockchain technology to provide secure data sharing ac-

companying the Blockchain concept with attribute-based sign

encryption in the cloud environment. Additionally, smart con-

tracts are used to secure data-sharing capabilities between

different data owners and data users. They analyzed the com-

munication cost of the attribute-based signature encryption

scheme for the cloud environment, which includes signing

key size, decryption key, and ciphertext. But, this work fails

to minimize communication overhead.

The authors in [57] proposed an efficient approach to share

continuous IoT data using Blockchain which also relies on

cloud storage. A key feature of the proposed system is that

they focus on continuous dynamic data, which represents

most of the data generated by wearables and mobile devices,

and integrate Blockchain and cloud storage technologies to

collect and share data from dynamic personal health. Instead

of storing original data in a Blockchain, only raw data meta-

data is kept in a Blockchain, which would overcome the size

limitation of large data storage in a Blockchain. However,

no mechanism to verify the accuracy and integrity of per-

sonal health records returned from cloud servers, especially

when a user wishes to verify the accuracy and integrity of

encrypted personal health records returned from the server

cloud, it is necessary to interact frequently with the cloud

server, which makes the scheme inefficient in practice.

Wang and Song [58] introduced a new attribute-based record-

sharing scheme for medical data systems in addition to the

signature concept. They used signature-based verification

to verify encrypted data and provide access authorization.

For the encryption of medical data, they combined attribute-

based encryption (ABE) and identity-based encryption (IBE)

with a signature algorithm. They further used Identity Based

Signatures (IBS) to implement the digital signatures. How-

ever, the limitation of this work is that their scheme suffers

from significant computational overhead on the user side.

3.3 Authentication and access control

Access control refers to the restriction of activities of legit-

imate users and authorization [30] is the key technology to

protect users’ personal and business data in the cloud. Ac-

cess control management is the fundamental part of trust-

based cloud computing. However, centralized access con-

trol policies usually require a third-party management cen-

ter, which can lead to risks of privacy leakage or hacker

attack, such as a single point of failure. Thanks to the de-

centralized ledger technology used by the Blockchain, all

security-related operations are preserved without modifica-

tion, which makes it possible to overcome security and trust

problems and control access well.

As a result, Lin et al. [59] proposed a Blockchain-based

system for secure mutual authentication to enforce granular

access control policies, which provides privacy and secu-

rity guarantees such as anonymous authentication, audibil-

ity, and privacy through using a smart contract. The data is

signed with the attribute-based signature (ABS) algorithm to

be authenticated anonymously. In addition, the entire appli-

cation process is carried out through interaction with smart

contracts.

Li, Xinlong. et al [60] propose a Blockchain-based verifi-

able user data access control policy for secure storage of big

data in the cloud which was analyzed based on the design

of a data exchange network between systems that use cloud

computing. Although this model allows data to be controlled

and detected securely without any risk to its confidential-

ity using smart contracts, there is no mechanism to identify

nodes and the risk of a single point of failure.

Yang et al. [61] proposed a Blockchain-based multi-authority

attribute-based encryption scheme that enables access con-

trol of medical data in a cloud environment. The scheme

relies on policy masking technology to protect data privacy.

They achieved distributed attribute management and com-

putation of different authorities using Shamir secret sharing

and smart contracts. Analysis of this scheme shows that it re-

duces the computational cost and eliminates the single-point

bottleneck problem of traditional Ciphertext Policy Attribute-

Based Encryption (CP-ABE) schemes.

Yang et al [62] used Blockchain smart contracts and differ-

ential privacy technology to store, verify, and adaptively al-

locate privacy budget consumption based on data owner re-

quirements, to allow the data owner to control the anonymiza-

tion process. The amount of noise produced in the obfus-

cation process represents the privacy budget. Data sharing
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ends once the privacy budget is exhausted.

Han et al. [63] implemented a flexible and privacy-preserving

framework for searchable encryption on Ethereum by ori-

enting Blockchain and attribute-based encryption, which en-

ables granular access control. This framework manipulated

access control via smart contracts, significantly reducing com-

munication costs. But, they used a centralized trusted third

party for key management, which makes their solution semi-

reliable.

In [51], the authors proposed a Blockchain-based electronic

health data sharing system, while security and privacy were

maintained by using proxy-based re-encryption and proof-

of-trust consensus mechanism. authorization (PoAuth). In

this scheme, the cloud server is used for data storage and

applies the consortium Blockchain so that data integrity and

scalability are guaranteed. However, the proposed approach

does not deal with the process of mutual authentication and

key agreement and cannot fully guarantee the owner’s data

ownership due to the data provider uploading the data to the

cloud server instead of the owner.

In [47], Authors designed a decentralized storage system

by combining Interplanetary File System (IPFS), Ethereum

Blockchain, and Attribute-Based Encryption (ABE) tech-

nologies. In this method, the authors aim to overcome the

risks of centralized storage, i.e. leakage of sensitive data and

a single point of failure. In the proposed framework, before

storing data in IPFS, a data owner distributes a secret key to

users and encrypts their data according to a predefined ac-

cess policy to achieve fine-grained access control over cloud

data. Smart contracts were designed to implement keyword

research in decentralized storage systems. Shared data can

be stored in cloud storage, while metadata can be kept se-

curely on the Blockchain for sharing. However, if this so-

lution is applied in the Internet of Things (IoT) scenario,

it will not work efficiently due to increased computational

overhead.

For secure data sharing, Xuanmei Qin et al. [64] proposed

a Blockchain-based multi-authority access control scheme,

which leverages the consortium Blockchain to establish trust

between multiple attribute authorities. To avoid a single point

of failure, it introduces Shamir secret sharing scheme and

Blockchain authority and realizes joint management of each

attribute by multiple authorities. Moreover, it builds trust be-

tween multiple authorities by using smart contracts to cal-

culate tokens for managed qualities across multiple man-

agement domains. The use of smart contracts thus reduces

the communication and calculation costs on the side of the

data users. However, Blockchain technology helped estab-

lish trust between multiple network entities and contributed

to a secure and auditable record of the access control proce-

dure.

Furthermore, C. YANG, et al. [65] proposed a Blockchain-

based access control framework, named AuthPrivacyChain,

to address the problem that sensitive data is easily tampered

with or leaked by hackers or internal cloud managers due to

a mechanism of centralized access control in the cloud. By

using the decentralized nature of the Blockchain, all transaction-

related permissions are posted by the user on the Blockchain,

enhancing the privacy and security of data applications, which

can effectively resist internal and external attacks. However,

among the shortcomings of this work is that the experimen-

tal results show that only legal users can access the resources,

but this paper performed only limited performance testing

and compared to two benchmark models.

Chen et al. [66] proposed an integrated framework based on

Blockchain and cloud storage, to manage and share patients’

medical data, and to ensure the safe storage and sharing of

data. In addition, they used Blockchain as a storage supply

chain in which all operations are verified, immutable and

accountable and introduced a service framework for sharing

medical records, which protects medical data management

applications without violating privacy policies.

The authors of [67] proposed a decentralized and secure

Blockchain-based architecture to provide access control and

user revocation methods in the cloud storage system using

the CP-ABE algorithm. The proposed methodology uses the

key generation scheme based on two authorities, to solve the

single point of failure problem. Access policy details related

to keys and users are generated by data owners and authori-

ties in a distributed manner using the Blockchain framework

(Smart Contract), while the data is stored in the cloud. How-

ever, this solution ensured the privacy of outsourced data by

preventing users from accessing the data without the proper

credentials.

Saini, A., Zhu, et al. [68] proposed an access control sys-

tem based on a distributed ledger (Blockchain) that can ef-

fectively check user behavior. The designed system exploits

the concept of smart contracts for electronic medical record

management and uses elliptic curve cryptography to encrypt

health data before storing it in the cloud. To eliminate net-

work congestion, the cloud helps back up medical data while

the smart contracts used ensure the privacy of EMRs using

cryptographic and access control features. However, they

suffer from many drawbacks, such as the need for more pro-

cessing time due to the involvement of proxy servers and the

involvement of a semi-trusted party which affects the overall

security of the architectures.

3.4 Auditing and data integrity

Traditional data integrity auditing techniques used to store

data in a cloud computing environment are centralized, which

faces huge security risks and vulnerabilities of the central

audit server due to the point of a single failure. Blockchain

technology is becoming a potential solution due to its prop-

erties of immutability and irreversibility which offers a new
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Table 5: Comparison of literature solutions

Refer- Issue Technique Performance Platform Gaps

ences addressed used test

[69] 2018 Integrity Audit, Censensus algorithm, Upload/download Ethereum Data privacy has not been considered.

cloud storage MHT time, broadcasting

operation

[57] 2018 Data sharing, AES, Theoretical analysis Ethereum No evidence is provided on how

cloud storage consensus algorithm the simulation is performed.

[58] 2018 Confidentiality, ABE,IBE, Theoretical analysis - The real prototype is not implemented

authentication, IBS

integrity,

cloud storage

[70] 2018 Centralized data Hash Merkel tree, Number of users Self-deployed No evidence was provided on the key

storage, trusted P2P networks, and network latency, sharing process.

third party ECC number of file replicas No mention of the cryptography used.

[47] 2018 Data sharing, Smart contract, Smart contract operation Ethereum Issues on data confidentiality and access

access control IPFS, ABE costs control latency are not discussed in detail.

[71] 2019 Key sharing, CP-ABE, Calculation cost Ethereum Encryption key stored in networks.

centralization, Smart contract, Increasing the number of users can

access control Deffi-Hellman increase key storage and the cost of

operation.

[72] 2019 Trusted Party, Consensus algorithm Calculation cost Ethereum Data privacy issues are not

verification discussed in detail

against auditors

[51] 2019 Access control Proof of work Execution time Ethereum Complex key management

[66] 2019 Trusted third Hybrid encryption Theoretical analysis - No process for patients to share data

party,Single (Sym/ Asym) between different entities. This system

point of failure is only intended for a single institution,

so it may have scalability issues.

[73] 2019 Access control, Proxy re-encryption, Storing time, Hyperledger The running cost is very high due

integrity, signature, sha2, retrieving time to proxy data re-encryption. The

audit asymmetric secret key-sharing process is unclear

-cryptography

[65] 2020 Access control Smart contarct Calculation overhead Self-deployed No evidence has been provided on how

the data is encrypted.

[35] 2020 Verification of Smart contract Comparision of MHT Ethereum No mention of the cryptography used.

integrity,

confidentiality

[74] 2020 Integrity check, Blockchain network, Storage latency Self-deployed Does not support dynamic verification .

audit MHT

[56] 2020 Access control Smart contract, Encryption cost Self-deployed Using a trusted authority to manage

and data sharing ABE Keys.

[75] 2020 Secure storage, Auditor, Communication cost Ethereum -

privacy, PoW, MHT

integrity-audit

[68] 2020 Access control, Asymetric- Latency, Ethereum No data provided on how an entity

cloud storage cryptography, transaction Cost checks into hospitals. Heavy

smart contract encryption(asymmetric)

[76] 2021 Audit, Smart contract, Auditing time, Ethereum Raising serious concerns about data

data integrity zero-knowledge storage time, harvesting attacks from audit trails

proof gas cost stored on a Blockchain.

[64] 2021 Access control, shamir secret Communication cost, Hyperledger -

trusted party sharing, ABE, calculation cost

smart contract

[61]2022 Access control Smart contract, Response latency, Ethereum -

CP-ABE, Shamir decryption time

secret sharing

[77] 2022 Integrity audit, Smart contract, Processing time, Self-deployed -

cloud storage e-voting time cost of proof

[49] 2022 Data privacy, Smart contract, Theoretical analysis - No evidence is provided on how

data sharing Zero-Knowledge the simulation is performed.

data sharing Proof

[63] 2022 Access control, ABE, Search time, Ethereum Use of a trusted third party for key

privacy smart contract gas cost management.
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Table 5: Comparison of literature solutions

Refer- Issue Technique Performance Platform Gaps

ences addressed used test

[60] 2022 Access control smart contract Theoretical analysis - There is no mechanism to identify nodes

policy and the risk of a single point of failure.

[67]2022 Access control, CP-ABE, Key generation java-based No data was provided on how integrity is

privacy smart contract time, encryption Blockchain network ensured.

time

[55]2023 Data sharing, RSA, Key creation, Ethereum Heavy encryption process

cloud storage, smart contract file Encrypting

privacy

[78]2023 Audit, Quad Merkle Verification time, Ethereum No evidence is provided on how the

data integrity Tree, gas consumption data is encrypted and shared.

smart contract

approach to this problem. Many researchers have endeav-

ored to use Blockchain to verify and audit data integrity.

To monitor semi-reliable TPAs, Zhang et al. [72] addressed

the challenges of the integrity of user data kept on exter-

nal cloud storage and asked them to publish their audit logs

on the Blockchain, to help users monitor untrusted TPAs.

Cloud service providers may cover incidents of data cor-

ruption to protect the agency’s reputation or delete certain

data. This data may not have been processed to reduce stor-

age costs. Although these schemes solve the centralization

problem of traditional approaches, they are only suitable for

single-cloud enabling environments, i.e. they increase the

additional overhead caused by data duplication. Periodic au-

diting systems are necessary to prevent possible data tam-

pering.

Li et al. [69] has developed a Blockchain-based behavioral

auditing framework that records user operations on files and

stores file metadata with Blockchain and protects data in-

tegrity in the cloud through auditing. They also used a proxy

node to efficiently search for specific blocks and speed up

the querying of block data, since the cloud environment and

devices do not fully trust each other. Additionally, to verify

integrity, the data owner had to download the entire file and

could not afford to require verification from time to time.

Du et al. [76] proposed a storage audit design in decen-

tralized storage networks (DSNs) based on Blockchain and

zero-knowledge proof to ensure the integrity of outsourced

data. The data owner and storage provider reach a consensus

on the performance of a storage contract, through a negoti-

ation phase, and the data is audited against the negotiated

outcomes specified by the agreed smart contract. After the

data has been outsourced to the storage provider, the storage

provider is required to calculate the audit proof for the chal-

lenge and submit the proof to the Blockchain on time. They

used smart contracts to manage the negotiation between the

customer and the service provider and to perform the audit-

ing process.

Kun et al. [74] have implemented private Blockchain-based

data validation to solve the security problem caused by using

untrusted TPA. Unlike traditional Blockchain, which stores

data such as financial transactions or smart contracts in the

block body, in their approach, each block body stores records

formed by a Merkle tree, while the en-block head retains the

summary calculated by the previous block, but their solution

does not support dynamic verification and requires building

and deploying a private Blockchain, which is very difficult

in practice.

Chen et al. [77] proposed a decentralized public audit sys-

tem for Blockchain-based cloud storage. In their approach,

the audit task was assigned to multiple CSPs, and Blockchain

technology was used to record the audit process. However,

they used the structure of the electronic voting system to

realize the statistics of the audit results of multiple CSPs

through a smart contract, and they assigned the same audit

tasks to multiple CSPs and counted the audit results. inde-

pendent. But, they used a centralized trusted third party for

key management, which makes their solution semi-reliable.

Miao et al. [75] use zero-knowledge proof and PoW consen-

sus mechanism during the auditing process to protect user

privacy to solve the problem that the cloud server can guess

the challenge messages in advance. This scheme could with-

stand auditor dithering and the risk that a malicious cloud

server may guess the challenge messages before the audit

time in which the challenge message is generated based on

the latest successive block hashes. Therefore, a TPA does

not know any additional information about the user’s data.

Liu, Zhenpeng, et al. [78] have implemented a data integrity

audit scheme that uses Blockchain instead of third-party au-

ditors to ensure data audit reliability. Unlike the traditional

binary hash tree, whose structure is linear and a large num-

ber of hash operations makes the processing speed unsat-

isfactory (which generates a large amount of storage over-

head), they used a hash tree Quad Merkle that improves

compute and storage efficiency. Additionally, to get a faster

picture of data integrity, they have deployed smart contracts

on the Blockchain that allows for automatic verification of
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auditing activities. However, the client generates a quadru-

ple Merkle hash tree using the data block signatures after

encrypting the data, then it sends the root to the Blockchain

for storage and sends the data encrypted with the Merkle

hash tree to the cloud for storage.

4 Discussion and comparative analysis

In this section, we explain the main comparative results of

the solutions described in the previous section. Table 6 shows

us the characteristics used to evaluate the level of trust and

security of the different solutions in the literature, namely

confidentiality, integrity, authentication, access control, the

process of sharing the key encryption, and auditing to trust

the cloud service provider. Based on previous investigations,

we have found that the integration of Blockchain and cloud

has the following main advantages: Since Blockchain is a

reliable distributed database, it can be used to store impor-

tant data generated by different applications with transac-

tions to ensure data integrity and it can also be used to store

file metadata. However, using the characteristics of the smart

contract, the cloud computing management mechanism can

be run automatically, and the Blockchain can be used for

resource planning, resource distribution, transactions, track-

ing, auditing, identity management, access control, and au-

thentication. We can further use the cloud to improve the

efficiency and performance of the Blockchain by using the

cloud to store the original data while the Blockchain stores

the key information etc. On the other hand, as shown in Fig-

ure 7, the research orientation of the selected studies shows

that several solutions do not take into account some of these

characteristics (i.e. there is no solution that satisfies all the

evaluation criteria). However, cloud consumers’ concerns

about information security have caused them to rethink be-

fore using cloud services. For this, it is very important to en-

sure good key management, audit data integrity, and ensure

data confidentiality and good access control management.

Figure 8 represents the percentage of satisfaction with

the solutions in terms of confidentiality, integrity, auditing,

authentication, data access control, and key sharing process

regarding the use of Blockchain in cloud computing. As

shown in the figure, 95% respond to integrity issues, 64%

respond to access control issues, and 55%, 50%, and 45%

respond to privacy, auditing, and key sharing issues, respec-

tively. However, we observe that only 18% of the proposed

solutions elaborate on authentication and identity verifica-

tion issues.

5 Research challenges

Based on the review above, we realize that there is still a

long way to go before Blockchain technology can be ap-

plied to cloud data storage. To meet the requirements needed

to integrate Blockchain into cloud computing, it is impor-

tant to address the challenges of authentication, scalability,

network security, data integrity, verifiable computation, and

low latency[79]. Fig. 9 illustrates the main challenges of this

study.

– Cloud data access control challenge Using Blockchain

to provide access control to data stored in the cloud can

create a potential loophole (pseudo-anonymity), where

the flow of transactions could be tracked to obtain the

real identity of cloud users or other relevant [80] in-

formation due to the public nature of the Blockchain

network. Thus, there are security vulnerabilities in the

implementation of smart contracts to solve more seri-

ous crimes such as identity theft and data theft [81],

which can compromise security in the architecture of

cloud data storage based on smart contracts as in [71,

82]. For this, researchers are trying to increase the se-

curity and reduce the energy consumption of these algo-

rithms because consensus algorithms are a major factor

in determining the performance of the Blockchain [83].

Thus, it is very important to ensure secure access man-

agement to control participant access to data stored in

the cloud.

– Cloud storage consensus optimization challenge Al-

though Blockchain technology has great potential for

handling access control requests in a cloud environment,

it can also cause latency issues due to the use of consen-

sus protocols. However, several issues still need to be

addressed regarding the development of consensus pro-

tocols, as they consume a significant number of com-

putational resources and energy in realistic transactions,

resulting in poor system performance and long latency.

The objective is to build consensus structures to improve

the efficiency of the access management system and se-

cure storage in the cloud in order to save time and money

and manage competitors while ensuring scalability, exe-

cution, and a higher level of identity, confidentiality, and

protection [84].

– Scalability challenge According to [85], scalability re-

mains Blockchain’s biggest challenge. Due to the grow-

ing number of cloud users, several transactions are in-

creasing day by day in the Blockchain, which presents

additional scalability issues in terms of improving over-

load capabilities. Rapid elasticity, one of the main char-

acteristics of cloud computing, requires instantaneous

scalability of resources, and therefore Blockchain is un-

likely to work optimally with cloud computing. Many

small transactions could be delayed as miners prefer trans-
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Table 6: Strengths of works integrating Blockchain technology with cloud computing

References Confidentiality Integrity Authentication Access control Auditing key sharing

process

[69] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - -

[57] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓

[58] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓

[70] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[47] - ✓ ✓ ✓ - ✓

[71] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓

[72] - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ -

[51] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓

[66] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[73] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - -

[65] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[35] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - ✓

[74] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[56] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[75] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ ✓

[68] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[64] ✓ ✓ - - - ✓

[77] ✓ ✓ - ✓ ✓ -

[63] - ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

[78] - ✓ - - ✓ -

[67] ✓ - ✓ ✓ - ✓

[49] ✓ ✓ - ✓ - -

Fig. 7: Assessment of the level of trust and security for each solution.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of solutions meeting each security criteria.

Fig. 9: Main challenges.
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actions with higher transaction fees. However, this kind

of difficulty could lead to increased computing require-

ments for the entire Blockchain system. So it is impor-

tant to fix the scalability issue [81, 86].

– User resource computing power challenge Blockchain

data for cloud user devices is generally computation-

ally constrained, which inhibits the adoption of crypto-

graphic methods [87]. Among the performance and se-

curity issues is that a large portion of Blockchains de-

ploys public critical cryptosystems based on asymmet-

ric algorithms like ECC, which complicates the overall

process of selecting appropriate cryptographic methods.

However, it is worth researching energy-efficient quan-

tum security techniques to maintain data security. More-

over, how to design an efficient data structure that sup-

ports dynamic data operations is an important research

topic in Blockchain-based data storage schemes.

– Cloud user authentication challenge In traditional cen-

tralized cloud systems, user identity data is controlled

by a third-party authority, therefore, user verification,

authorization, and accountability are also implemented

and guaranteed by a centralized authority. With a de-

centralized Blockchain network, identities collaborating

and managing flexibly can also face significant challenges.

In a Blockchain network, anyone can connect to the net-

work and users can obtain an address without presenting

their real identity and apply it for any identity authenti-

cation. Since users do not provide their true identity to

interact with the cloud application and other users, this

increases the potential for impersonation [88]. In some

cloud applications, an actual identity-based user authen-

tication mechanism is needed to control participant ac-

cess and ensure transactions comply with regulatory re-

quirements. Considering the need for decentralized iden-

tity management with accountability and privacy protec-

tion is a research gap and an important future research

direction.

– Latency challenge Nowadays, medical systems are in-

creasingly using cloud computing to store their data. If a

patient wants to connect to the cloud, transaction latency

represents the time it takes for a Blockchain to process

a transaction with the cloud. Since all Blockchain sys-

tems require some time to establish confirmed transac-

tions and consensus, this could aggravate the integration

of Blockchains into healthcare applications, which must

respond to actions and information received simultane-

ously. Addressing network latency [89] requires that re-

searchers can ensure that proposed or tested designs im-

prove their performance and efficiency to accommodate

the increasing volume of transactions that can be pro-

jected with the additional implementation Blockchain

systems [90].

– Cloud reputation challenge Credit ratings can be a good

yardstick to assess the reputation of a communications

service provider [91]. A CSP will receive a specified

number of points if they provide legitimate cloud ser-

vices; otherwise, his points will be deducted. This way,

DOs can choose CSPs with high credit ratings to out-

source their data for high security. Designing a CSP rep-

utation evaluation mechanism in the cloud schema is a

promising direction.

In summary, there is no easy approach to achieving the

fusion of the concept of decentralization and the security

methods of Blockchain technology. It’s an environment that

still has a lot of work to do.

6 Conclusion

The cloud computing model faces many of the security is-

sues that centralized data centers face, due to its highly cen-

tralized architecture. However, the cloud also faces issues

of data sharing, authentication, access control, privacy, data

auditing, and trust. Blockchain is one of the most recent

emerging technologies that has begun to see its applicability

beyond the realm of cloud computing. Its features, such as

traceability, immutability, and data security, in addition to

its decentralized nature, have been the main reasons for its

success. It is believed that the integration of the Cloud with

Blockchain technology can mitigate these security issues

and improve the development and deployment of decentral-

ized applications with high security and efficient network

management. This article presents a taxonomy and a review

of the state of the art on the application of Blockchain in

cloud computing systems. Specifically, this article has iden-

tified the extent of research that has been conducted regard-

ing Blockchain-Cloud integration over the past few years.

First, we briefly presented the basic concepts of cloud com-

puting, namely their issues and their security requirements,

and we gave an overview of the Blockchain. Next, we dis-

cuss the main opportunities offered by Blockchain to solve

cloud computing problems and explain the motivation be-

hind the integration of these two technologies. Moreover,

for the existing Blockchain-based solutions to improve data

storage in an untrusted cloud environment, we have com-

pared them and categorized them into four main classes,

namely data sharing, privacy and key sharing, authentication

and access control, and auditing and data integrity. From

the extensive review of the literature on cloud Blockchain

services and applications, we suggest many possible future

directions identified to stimulate research in this promis-

ing area. Therefore, it is apparent from the discussion that

a robust Blockchain framework for the cloud encompasses

many challenges to consider when integrating and deploy-

ing it. We believe that the main results of this survey will
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offer theoretical support and practical advice to researchers

and cloud users.
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